Systematic cloning of an ORFeome using the Gateway system.
With the completion of the genome projects, there are increasing demands on the experimental systems that enable to exploit the entire set of protein-coding open reading frames (ORFs), viz. ORFeome, en masse. Systematic proteomic studies based on cloned ORFeomes are called "reverse proteomics," and have been launched in many organisms in recent years. Cloning of an ORFeome is such an attractive way for comprehensive understanding of biological phenomena, but is a challenging and daunting task. However, recent advances in techniques for DNA cloning using site-specific recombination and for high-throughput experimental techniques have made it feasible to clone an ORFeome with the minimum of exertion. The Gateway system is one of such the approaches, employing the recombination reaction of the bacteriophage lambda. Combining traditional DNA manipulation methods with modern technique of the recombination-based cloning system, it is possible to clone an ORFeome of an organism on an individual level.